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An ideal solution for such a public statement as a community mural is one which incorporates 
its citizens in a very direct and ongoing fashion. To that end, having each member actively 
participate in its inception - by first contributing materials, and then fabricating the actual 
‘artwork’ can result in a truly engaging public space.

The proposal, therefore, is that we create an art installation created from ceramics; our raw 
material being its everyday incarnation - plates, cups, mugs, and tiles.

Being of Victorian stock, the households in the areas around Turnpike Lane, all originally boasted 
fine tiled entrance walkways. Many still exhibit small, colourfully-glazed half panels, to the left 
and right of each front door porch. So there is a historical component that we can reference in 
our new wall artwork. 

Our raw materials can be gathered by contacting as many local citizens as possible, and asking 
them to provide unwanted ceramics - both of domestic usage, and if we are lucky, some 
discarded original tilework.

In this fashion we can create an installation with a very human story - this would be ‘by the 
people’ and ‘about the people’. The story is the ‘domestic’. And the text is created from all the 
cups of tea and coffee, the meals, the presents exchanged, and various celebrations of the 
people who live and work in the area. In this way they can install a small part of themselves 
into the fabric of the community. This artwork will live and breathe history - being as eclectic 
as its inhabitants.

With sufficient time, we can gather items, then grade them by colour/design.

Design
Any figurative depiction will divide opinion. Therefore, this proposal suggests an abstract surface 
- multi-coloured, and multi-faceted. No subject matter, other than the ‘old china’. We can be 
both random and chaotic with its execution. An additional benefit from this is ‘protection’ 
from the inevitable urban graffiti that will occur. Any pictorial mural would becoming instantly 
compromised. But our random surface would simply absorb the scrawl. And in some minor 
fashion, the graffiti ‘author’ will actually be contributing to the ‘story’.

Inspiration comes from Antonio Gaudi’s mosaic-work in Barcelona. Here, in such a Mediterranean 
location, the vibrancy of colour is used to great effect. Similarly, American artist Julian 
Schnabel has created very grand gesture artworks incorporating domestic plates into his canvas 
‘landscapes’. Also The Star Mosque, in Dhaka, whose walls are decorated with a glittering mosaic 
of broken china.

From a cost perspective, our ‘paint’ is free. The community can provide the ceramics. In 
fabrication, the expenditure would need to cover tile cement, grout and the construction of a 
hardwood ‘holding’ frame; this to be relative to the scale of our project. Perhaps we can enlist a 
local builder to add a credit to the project, and obtain our materials at an economic rate.

Generations
All communities are created from the generations who have been resident. And their day-to-day 
existence will have been built around the simple commune of the ‘cup of tea’ or ‘cup of coffee’ 
or ‘plate of food’. This binding activity spans nationality, age and class. We can make our mural 
from that foundation. And in doing so, give a sense of membership, sharing, contributing, and 
most importantly community.

The wall spaces of the original Walldeck Road ‘hub’ would be ideal - in that they offer a 
accessible space - both to fashion the artwork, and perhaps latterly allow for appreciation.

This proposal also offers a certain scaleability - in that, like any inner city community, the 
‘tapestry’ changes. We can make me works when required.

Think about this proposal, over a cup of tea.


